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Abstract
We give a machine-independent characterization of the class of functions bitwise computable
in alternating logarithmic time, with output of polynomial size. Recall that ALogTime is the
same, for decision problems, as the UE -uniform variant of NC1 Ruzzo, J. Comput. System Sci.
22 (1981) 365{383. Our characterization is in terms of a weak form of ramied tree recurrence
with substitutions. No initial functions other than basic tree operations are used, and no bounding
conditions on the recurrence. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Alogtime; Alternation; Rami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1. Introduction
1.1. Implicit computational complexity
Several machine-independent approaches to computational complexity have been de-
veloped, which characterize complexity classes by conceptual measures borrowed pri-
marily from mathematical logic. Examples are descriptive complexity (nite model
theory), bounded arithmetic, set-existence principles, intrinsic theories, and algebras
of functions. Collectively these approaches might be dubbed implicit computational
complexity. Implicit characterizations of major computational complexity classes are
appealing both for the theoretical insight they provide and for their potential applica-
tions. Conceptually, these characterizations link computational complexity to levels of
denitional and inferential abstraction of signicant independent interest. They lend-
credence to the importance of the complexity classes characterized, provide insight into
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their nature, relate them to issues relevant to programming and to verication, and
suggest new tools for separating complexity classes. Practically, implicit computational
complexity provides a framework for a streamlined incorporation of computational
complexity into areas such as formal methods in software development, programming
language theory, and database theory.
A fruitful thread in implicit computational complexity has been ramied recurrence,
introduced independently by Simmons [19], Leivant [11], and Bellantoni and Cook [2].
This approach is based on ramifying data objects into tiers, and permitting use of data
of given tier as recurrence template only for iteration over lower tier data. The idea
has been used to characterize a good number of complexity classes, by varying the
forms of recurrence: data representation (unary numerals, words, trees), control (mono-
tonic, simultaneous, with substitution, higher order, higher order over predicative types,
search), and structural restrictions (number of tiers, number of nested recurrences).
Here we establish a characterization by ramied recurrence of computation in alter-
nating logarithmic time. More precisely, we show that the functions computable by a
natural form of ramied recurrence over trees, are precisely the functions bitwise com-
putable in alternating log time, with output of size polynomial in the size of the input.
Recall that for language recognition alternating log time coincide with the UE -uniform
variant of NC1 [18].
The salient aspects of the variant of recurrence used hear are: (a) binary trees as
the underlying data; (b) two-tier linear recurrence: no higher tier parameters are per-
mitted; and (c) parameter substitution. Binary trees are a natural setting for capturing
logarithmic time, since when n input bits are given as leaves of a balanced binary tree,
recurrence iterates O(log(n)) times. At rst blush one might expect that the use of
trees to represent data matches the tree-like nature of alternating computing; however,
branching control is captured by parameter substitution, as we showed in [15] (where
data is represented by words, not trees).
Computability over free algebras in general and trees in particular has been studied
(and periodically rediscovered) since at least the early 1970s; in fact, recurrence over
trees was considered already in 1971 (see [6, 7]), and developed repeatedly over the
years (see e.g [20]). Tiered recurrence with parameter substitution was rst considered
by the authors in [15], to characterize PSpace.
1.2. Comparison with previous work
Machine-independent characterizations of ALogTime have been known for some
time. The earliest one seems to be the descriptive (nite model theory) characterization
in [8]. Various characterizations based on schemas of bounded recursion on notations
are surveyed in [5]. However, bounding of recurrence is essentially an explicit restric-
tion of computational resources, so such characterizations do not link computational
compleixty to a conceptually anchored complexity.
A characterization related to the one presented here was given in [3], where Steve
Bloch characterized ALogTime using a ramied variant of recurrence over words.
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A tree structure is hidden in his recurrence schema, which cycles through the binary
partition of the input, called there \divide-and-conquer" recursion. The basic tree op-
erations that we use are hidden in several of the initial functions admitted, and the
eect of our parameter substitution is captured by additional initial functions. Over-
all, the algebraic denition of Bloch [3] strikes one as an algebraic axiomatization of
ALogTime, using a battery of initial functions to achieve that goal. Also Bloch [3]
uses simultaneous recurrence, a complication which we have no need for, due to our
explicit use of trees as underlying data.
Ramied recurrence over trees was introduced in [12, 13], as part of a generic no-
tion of ramied recurrence over free algebras. The rst characterization result that
uses explicitly ramied recurrence over trees seems to be in [1], where Steve Bel-
lantoni outlines a proof for a characterization of the alternating poly-log functions.
He also gives results for subclasses, showing, roughly, that his class 2T+k;1 contains
ATimeSpace(O(logd n); 2O(log
d n)) (Theorem 12 there), and is contained in uniform
parallel time O(logk+2 n) (Theorem 15) (for all k>1). This falls short of characteriz-
ing alternating log time, however. Bellantoni refers to the schema of ramied recurrence
over functionals of predicative ramied type, introduced in [14]; that schema is more
general than rst-order ramied recurrence with substitutions, introduced in [15] (over
words rather than trees) to characterize alternating poly-time, i.e. poly-space. 3
In summary, we present here a characterization of the function class ALogTime and
related classes of eciently parallelizable functions, by a variant of ramied recurrence
which is pure, in the sense that it arises from the intrinsic properties of the underlying
data (binary trees), using control devices (ramication linearity, substitution) which
are well known and generic to all algebras. No extraneous initial functions or special
conditions on the recurrence schema, specic to the result or the algebra in hand, are
involved.
2. Linear ramied tree recurrence with substitutions
2.1. Recurrence over binary trees
The free algebra T of binary trees is generated from three constants (0-ary con-
structors) 0; 1, and ?, by a binary (pairing) constructor , which we use in inx. We
associate  to the right, so that t1  t2      tr abbreviates t1  (t2  (    tr)   )).
The height ht(t) and left-height lht(t) of t 2T are the height of the syntax-tree and of
theleft branch of t, respectively. That is, 4
ht(c)= lht(c) = 0; c= 0; 1;?;
3 The characterization by ramied recurrence for predicative functionals outlined in [14] is spelled out in
[16].
4 We use sans serif for xed formal object and function identiers, underlined roman for metamathematical
functions, and the usual italics for variables and parameters.
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ht(t  t0) = 1 + max(ht(t); ht(t0));
ht(t  t0)= 1 + ht(t):
Note that trees are virtually the same as lists, which have been used extensively as
a fundamental data structure in both programming languages and related studies in
programming languages (see e.g. [10]).
Associated with every free algebra is a schema of monotonic recurrence. 5 For T
this schema reads
f(c; x)= gc(x); c=0; 1;?;
f(t  t0; x)= g(f(t; x); f(t0; x); x);
(1)
where g0; g1; g? and g are previously dened functions. We call the rst argument of
f in (1) the recurrence argument, and the variables x its parameters.
The schema of monotonic recurrence with substitution is an apparent generalization
of (1), where the parameters may be altered at each iteration using previously dened
functions (see e.g. [17], or [15] for a generic and more general template). For the
algebra T the schema reads
f(c; x)= gc(x); c=0; 1;?;
f(t  t0; x)= g(f(t; h1(x)); : : : ; f(t; hd(x)); f(t0; h1(x)) : : : f(t0; h0d0(x)); x):
(2)
Here h1; : : : ; hd; h01; : : : ; h
0
d0 are vectors of previously dened functions, the substitu-
tion functions, and we use the abbreviation h(; u)  hh1(; u) : : : hk(; u)i for vectors
h= hh1 : : : hki of functions of common arity.
It is well known that (monotonic) recurrence with substitution is reducible to (mono-
tonic) recurrence, but the standard reduction uses sequence-coding by elementary func-
tions [17]. In the context of sub-elementary complexity classes it is, therefore,
appropriate to consider this schema in its own right. In fact, we showed in [15] that,
over word algebras, if recurrence with parameter substitution is reducible to ramied
recurrence i PSpace=PTime.
2.2. Ramied recurrence over binary trees
Feasible variants of recurrence are obtained by ramifying the underlying data alge-
bra, as discussed in the introduction above. We refer to a two sorted algebra, with
the sorts interpreted as two copies T0;T1 of the algebra T, each with its own con-
structors. Functions with all inputs and output in T0 will be called at. For easier
readability, we use a notational convention similar to that of Bellontoni and Cook [2],
and write f(u; C), with a semi-colon separating two lists of arguments, to indicate that
the arguments u are in T1, and C in T0.
The initial functions over the sorted algebra are copies of the constructors in T0 and
T1, projection functions, and the destructor and case functions over T0. The destructor
5 Monotonic recurrence over N is usually dubbed \iteration with parameters".
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functions are given by di(c)= c for c= 0; 1;? and di(t0  t1)= ti (i=0; 1). For the
case function, case, (u; t0; t1; t2; t3) is t0; t1; t2 or t3, depending on whether the main
constructor of u is 0; 1; ?, or , respectively.
The schema of linear ramied recurrence with substitution, LRRS, is (2) for 2-sorted
functions, with the proviso that the recurrence argument is in T1 and the recurrence
function g has no arguments in T1. That is f :T1  Tq0 !T0 is dened by
f(c; u; x)= gc(u; x); c=0; 1;?;
f(t  t0; u; x)= g(;f(t; u; h1(; x)); : : : ; f(t; u; hd(; x)); f(t0; u; h01(; x)); : : : ;
f(t0; u; h0d0(; x)); x):
(3)
(Note that the substitution functions h used here must imply that they are all in
T0!T0:) The recurrence above is skewed if f(t0; u; h01(x)) : : : f(t0; u; h0d0(x)) are not
arguments of g. Thus, skewed recurrence examines only the leftmost branch of its
recurrence argument.
We write LRRS for the set of sorted functions generated from the initial functions
using sorted composition and the schema LRRS. We say that a function f over T is
denable in LRRS if f is obtained from a function LRRS by identifying T0 and T1.
To relate functions over T to computing W= f0; 1g, we represent words 2W
by full binary trees whose leaves, read from left to right, form a word of the form
?m, i.e.  followed by m occurrences of the constant ?. We write trh() for ?m,
where h=df log j?mj is the height of the tree. The canonical representation tr()
is the shortest such representation, i.e. tr()= trh() where h= log jj, and therefore
m<jj. 6 We say that an r-ary function f over T tr-represents an r-ary function F over
W if f(tr(1) : : : tr(r)) represents F(1 : : : r), for all 2W. Note that in simulating
F as above, the function f uses the canonical tree representation of the input 2W,
but returns a representation of F() which need not be canonical. Finally, we call a
function f over W representable in LRRS if it is tr-represented by some function F
over T which is denable in LRRS.
2.3. Statement of the main result
We refer to alternating random access Turning machines of Chandra [4] and
Ruzzo [18] ARM for short. Let us recap the essentials of the denition. An ARM
M has read-only input tapes as well as work stacks. 7 No output device is provided,
since the output is a single bit, determined by the machine’s control. The machine has
a nite number of states, each classied as either conjunctive, disjunctive, i-reading
(i=0; 1 of?), accepting, or rejecting. We refer collectively to conjunctive and dis-
junctive states as action states, and to the others as terminal states. A conguration
=(q; 0; : : : ; w) consists of a state q and the contents i 2W of the ith work stack.
Here w is the number of stacks of the given machine.
6 Here log is the base-2 logarithm rounded to the next larger integer.
7 This is easily seen to be equivalent to the usual denition which refers to work tapes.
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The operational semantics of M can be described as a two-stage process: spawning
an input-independent computation tree, and evaluating that computation tree for the
given input. The spawning proceeds as follows. When in a conguration with action
state, the machine examines the top bit of some work stack and, depending on the
state and that bit, spawns a pair of successor congurations. These are obtained from
the parent conguration by changing the state, and optionally popping the top of some
work stack or pushing a 0 or a 1 on some stack.
If  is a conguration, then a binary tree T of congurations is a computation tree
(of M) is  is the root of T , and each non-leaf of T spawns its children congurations.
T is an anchored computation tree of M if it is a computation tree of M whose root
is the initial conguration, consisting of the machine’s initial state and empty work
stacks.
Note that we do not require congurations at leaves of a computation tree to have
terminal states. Thus, for each t=1; 2; : : : we have the time-t anchored computation
tree of M , which consists of the congurations spawned as above within t steps.
Each nite computation tree T maps input values inW to a value in f0; 1;?g (where
? denotes \undened"). The mapping is dened by recursion on (the height of) T .
If T is a single conguration , there are three cases, depending on the state q in :
(a) q is an action state, then the valued returned is ?; (b) q is rejecting [respectively,
accepting], then the value returned is 0 [respectively, 1]; (c) q is i-reading (i=0; 1, or
?), then the machine consults its transition table to associate with the state a particular
work stack and input tape, and returns 1 if the nth bit of that input tape is i, where n
is the numeric value (in inverse binary) of the work stack examined (if n exceeds the
length of the input the nth bit is posited to be ?).
If T is not a singleton tree, then its root conguration has an action state q, i.e.
conjunctive or disjunctive. We dene the value returned by T for the given input to
be the conjunction (disjunction, respectively) of the values returned by the immediate
subtrees. Here we follow the convention that i ^ ?=? ^ i=? and i _ ?=? _ i= i
for i=0; 1;?.
It is easy to prove (by induction on tree height) that, given a machine and an input,
if the value returned by a nite computation tree T is 0 or 1 (i.e. not ?), then the same
value is returned by any computation tree T 0 that extends T . We dene the output of
M for input 2W to be 0 (or 1) if 0 (respectively, 1) is the value returned by some
nite anchored computation tree of M for . M is converging if it has an output (0 or
1) for every input.
We say that a converging machine M computes in time O(f(n)) if there is some
coecient C such that, for all 2W, the output of M for  is the value returned by
the t-time anchored computation tree of M , where t=C  f(jj) + C.
A variant model of alternating computing, the strong ATM, allows transition to
depend on bits of the input accessed by binary addresses. It is well-known that strong
ATM are reducible to the restricted model dened above, with reading allowed only
at the leaf of a computation tree: access the input along the computation process
can be simulated by disjunctively branching to guesses for the bit to be read, and
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then branching conjunctively to a reading state that veries the guess and a state that
proceeds with the computation. Note that this simulation increases the computation
time by a factor of at most 3. It will be useful to refer to the restricted model (with
reading occurring only at leaves of the computation tree) when simulating machines by
recurrence, and to strong ATM (with reading permitted along the computation) when
capturing recurrence by machines.
We say that a function f :Wr ! W is bitwise in ALogTime if the function
fbit :Wr+1!f0; 1;?g dened by
fbit[x; u] the ith bit off(x); where i is the integer that u represents in binary
is computable by an ATM in time O(log n).
Our main result is:
Theorem 2.1. A function f over W is tr-representable in LRRS i it is bitwise in
ALogTime and its growth is bounded by a polynomial in the length of the input.
3. Basic properties of LRRS
3.1. Skewed recurrence
Lemma 3.1 (Multiplicity Lemma). Suppose that f :Tr1  Tq0 ! T0 is dened by
skewed LRRS. For every C;D>1 there is a function fC;D :Tr1  Tq0 ! T0 such that
fC;D(t; u; x)=f(tC;D; u; x); where tC;D is the tree (   (c1)1)    1)1; of height
C  lht(t) + D; where c is the leftmost leaf of t.
Proof. The diculty here is that we cannot iterate C  n times by composing C copies
of n-fold iterations, because iterating parameter substitutions results in an unbounded
number of spawned computations. Instead, we generate an iteration of length C  n by
iterating n times the process of iterating C times. Iterating C times spawns dC leaves,
but this is a constant number.
Suppose that f is dened by skewed LRRS,
f(c; u; x)= gc(u; x); c=0; 1;?;
f(t  t0; u; x)= g(;f(t; u; h1(; x)); : : : ; f(t; u; hd(; x)); x):
(4)
Dene the functions k(z1 : : : zdk ; x) (k>0) by recurrence on k in our (metamathe-
matical) discourse.
0(z; x)= z;
k+1(z1; : : : ; zd; x)= g(k(z1; x); : : : ; k(zd; x); x);
(5)
where z1 : : : zd are disjoint vectors of dk variables each. Note that all function k are
dened explicitly.
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Given C;D;>1, dene a function fC;D by skewed LRRS;
fC;D(c; u; x)= D(gc(u;H111); : : : ; : : : gc(u;Hd:::dd); x);
fC;D(t  t0; u; x)= C(fC;D(t; u;H111); : : : ; : : : fC;D(t; u;Hddd); x):
(6)
Here
Hi1id =dfhi1    hidx (function-tuple compositions over T0):
The lemma is now proved by a straightforward induction on lht(t). The base case
t  c is proved by induction on D, and the inductive step | by induction on C.
3.2. Eects of data ramication
A crucial consequence of ramication is that functions cannot meaningfully map
arguments in T0 to results in T1:
Lemma 3.2. A sorted function f2LRRS with co-domain T1 is constant with respect
to its arguments in T0 : iff(x; u; z)= t 2T1; where u2T0; then f(x; v; z)= t for all
v2T0.
The proof is straightforward by induction on the generation of f in LRRS.
Corollary 3.3. Every at function in LRRS is denable as a composition of initial
functions.
Lemma 3.2 implies that there is no coercion function from T0 to T1, i.e. no function
that maps a value t 2T0 to the copy of t in T1. In contrast, it is trivial to dene by
LRRS a coercion function  :T1!T0.
4. Data conversions in LRRS
4.1. Alternative representations of data
In addition to the coding tr of words in f0;1g by balanced trees, we shall use the
coding ls of words by lists, i.e. skewed binary trees, determined by
ls()=?; ls(0)= ls   0; ls (1)= ls  1:
Note that both tr  and ls  have size linear in the length jj of , but ht(tr )= log jj
whereas ht (ls )= jj. On the other hand, ls() provides immediate access to the top
bit of , which tr() does not. Representation by lists is also useful for addressing bits
in tree-represented data.
Analogously, representation by numerals is useful for addressing bits in
list-represented data. Unary numerals can be simulated in T by using x : x? as succes-
sor; namely, let num(0)=df 0 and num (n+1)=df num (n) ?. Thus lht (num (n))= n.
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4.2. Conversion of binary to unary
For 2W let val () be the numeric value of  read as a binary numeral. We
propose to dene in LRRS a function binval that computes val (): if n=val () then
binval(t; ls ())= num (n), provided lht (t)>n. (Note the use of the auxiliary recurrence
argument t.)
We evaluate the value of a list over 0 and 1 as an inverted binary numeral. The
idea is to capture, using recurrence with substitution, a computational sequence of
congurations (‘; u; v; w); where ‘ is the binary list to be numerically evaluated, w
accumulates the unary output, and u; v are numerals used to generate the powers of
2 needed to properly evaluate in turn each bit of ‘. The transitions ) between such
congurations should satisfy
(0‘; v; v; w)) (0‘; 0; 2  v; w)) (‘; 2  v; 2  v; w);
(1‘; v; v; w)) (1‘; 0; 2  v; w + v) ) (‘; 2  v; 2  v; w + v):
Then (‘; 1; 1; 0)) (; 2j‘j; 2j‘j; val(‘)).
The auxiliary function eval :T1T40!T0 that captures the computation sequence
above is dened by skewed LRRS. The following are the relevant clauses of the de-
nition. A formal instance of LRRS is obtained by combining these clauses using case,
and setting the output value for the remaining cases to be ?:
eval(t  t0; 0  ‘; u  ?; v; w) = eval(t; 0  ‘; u; v  ?; w);
eval(t  t0; 1  ‘; u  ?; v; w) = eval(t; 1  ‘; u; v  ?; w  ?);
eval(t  t0; c  ‘; 0; v; w) = eval(t; ‘; v; v; w);
eval(t;?; u; v; w) =w:
(7)
Now, dene
binval(t; ‘)= eval(t; ‘; 0  ?; 0  ?; 0):
Lemma 4.4. If ‘ is a list; and lht(t)>2j‘j; then binval(t; ‘)= num(val(‘)).
Proof. Use induction on lht(t) to show that if u + 2j‘j−1(u + v) − 16lht t, then (7)
yields, in unary, the value w+(d0‘  u)+(val (d1‘)  (u+v)) for eval(t; ‘; num u; num v;
numw). Consequently, if lht t>2j‘j, then binval(‘; t)= eval(t; ‘; num 1; num 1; 0) is
(num(d0‘  1 + val (d1‘)  2)=num(val(‘)).
4.3. Reading bits of a list-representation
We wish to dene a function that extracts the ith bit of , where i is represented
in inverse binary. We rst dene a function readNL :T1T20!T0 that uses addresses
represented as unary numerals, and words represented as lists. The denition is by
skewed LRRS, built on the following clauses for the relevant cases for the input. The
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result is dened as ? for other cases:
readNL(t; 0; 0  v)= 0;
readNL(t; 0; 1  v)= 1;
readNL(t  t0; u  u0; v  v0)= readNL(t; u; v):
(8)
Clearly, readNL(t; num(i); ls()) is the ith bit of , provided lht(t)>i.
A function that uses addresses in binary is obtained by composing readNL and binval:
readLL(t; u; v)= readNL(t; binval(t; u); v):
Thus, if 2W, then readLL(t; ls()); ls()) is the ith bit of , where i=val(), and
provided i6lht(t).
4.4. Reading bits of a tree-representaion
We also wish to dene in LRRS a sorted function readLT that uses addresses in
list format and data in full binary tree format. Dene, by skewed LRRS, a function
read0LT :T1T20!T0, using the following clauses for the relevant cases:
read0LT(t; ‘; c)= c;
read0LT(t  t0; c  ‘; u0  u1)= read0LT(t; ‘; uc); c=0; 1:
(9)
Then read0LT(t; ls(); tr()) is the ith bit of , where i=val(), provided lht(t)>jj
and jj= log(jj).
Note that read0LT uses addresses of leaves in the tree tr(), rather than serial addresses
in . For instance, the rst input bit has to be addressed as 0h, where h=ht(tr()),
rather than 0. To correct this mismatch, we rst dene a function rem :T1T20!T0
that generates the needed list of leading 0’s, that is rem(t; ‘; u)= ls(0lht(u)−j‘j),
whenever t>lht(u). The formal denition by skewed LRRS is based on the following
clauses for the relevant cases:
rem(t  t0; ‘  u; v  v0)= rem(t; u; v);
rem(t  t0;?; v  v0)= 0  rem(t;?; v);
rem(t  t0;?; c)=?:
(10)
Next, we dene by skewed LRRS a list-appending function, appnd :T1T20!T0, again
with the recurrence driven by an auxiliary input:
appnd(t  t0; u  ‘; v)= u  appnd(t; ‘; v);
appnd(t;?; v)= v:
(11)
Now dene (recalling that we use inverse binary for addresses)
pad(t; ‘; u)= appnd(t; ‘; rem(t; ‘; u))
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and
readLT(t; ‘; u)= read0LT(t; pad(t; ‘; u); u):
Thus pad(t; ls(); u)= ls(0m) (with j0mj= lht u), provided lht t>lht u. So readLT(t;
ls(); tr()) is the ith bit of , where i= binval(), provided lht(t)>lht(tr )=
log jj.
5. Simulation of ALogTime by LRRS
5.1. Representing computation trees in T
We code states q of M by distinct binary trees q]. A conguration K =(q; 1 : : : w) is
then coded by K]=df hq]; ls(1) : : : ls(w)i. Note that we use list-coding for the contents
i of M ’s work-stacks.
Let trans0 and trans1 be functions such that, for every conguration K , if K spawns
congurations K0 and K1, then transi(K])= (Ki)] (i=0; 1). These functions can be
dened by composition from the initial functions, and are therefore denable in LRRS
as at functions: The transition information is extracted from K] and the transition table
of M , and the change of work-stacks is dened using the constructor and destructor
functions. The latter is made possible by our using list-codes for the stacks. For the sake
of uniformity we set transi(K])=K] if the state in K is terminal. This ensures that for
any conguration K and h>0 there is a well-dened fully balanced computation tree
of height h spawned from K , while changing the operational semantics of the machine
by only inconsequential details.
We code computation trees T of M by elements T] of T, as follows. If T is a
singleton tree, consisting of one conguration K , then T]=?  K]. If T has root K
and immediate subtrees T0 and T1, then T] =df K]  T]0  T]1 . The label ? for the base
case makes it easy to distinguish between codes T] for a singleton conguration and
ones for a spawned computation tree.
Using the functions transi above, we dene by LRRS a sorted function comptree :T1
T0!T0, such that if T is the computation tree of height n spawned from congu-
ration K , then comptree(t;K])=T], provided lht(t)>n:
comptree(c; ‘)= ‘; c= 0; 1;?;
comptree(t  t0; ‘)= ‘  comptree(t; trans0(‘))  comptree(t; trans1(‘)):
5.2. Simulation of bit computation
Lemma 5.5. Let f :Wr+p!f0; 1g be a function computable by an ATM in time
6C log n+D in the rst r arguments; and in time 6C log log n+D in the remaining
arguments. Then there is a sorted function ~f :T1Tr+p0 !f0; 1g in LRRS such that
~f(t; tr(); ls()) represents f(; ); for every t 2T such that lht(t)>maxi; j(log jij;
log log jjj).
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Note. Unlike our main result, we refer here to a mixed representation of the input
data (using both list and tree representation). This is in order to permit building up
the output of a bitwise computable function, as in Lemma 5.6 below.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume r=p=1. We dene a sorted function
bitcomp :T1T30!f0; 1;?g, such that bitcomp(t; T]; ls(y); tr(x)) is the bit-value
computed by T for input x; y, where T is a computation tree of M (labeled by congu-
ration-codes), and provided ht T + h6lht(t), where h is the maximum of jyj; log jxj,
and the length of work-stacks in the leaves of T .
The value bitcomp(t; u; v; w) is dened by skewed LRRS, using cases depending on
the state q in u.
 If q is disjunctive or conjuctive, return ?.
 If q is accepting, return 1.
 If q is rejecting, return 0.
 If q is a j-reading state (j=0; 1; of ?) that accesses the rst (respectively, second)
input with an address a in the ith register, then extract a from u (by a constant
number of destructors), and return 1 or 0 according to whether readLT(t; a; v) (re-
spectively, readLL(t; a; w)) is j.
 If q is conjunctive (disjunctive), and t= t0  t00 then return the conjunction (respec-
tively, disjunction) of bitcomp(t0; d0d1u; v; w) and bitcomp(t0; d1d1u; v; w).
 In all other cases return ?.
Now dene
~f(t; v; w)= bitcompC;D(t; comptreeC;D(t;K]0 ); v; w)
where K0 is the initial conguration of M , and the superscripts C;D refer to the
Multiplicity Lemma 3.1.
5.3. Simulation of ALogTime
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that f :Wr !W is bitwise computable in ALogTime and has
a polynomial growth-rate. Then f is representable in LRRS.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that f is unary. By assumption, jf()j
6a  jjk+b for some k; a; b. Thus ht(tr(f()))6k log(jj)+a0= kht(tr())+a0, where
a0= a + b. Also, by assumption, fbit is computable by an ATM in time C log n + D
for some C;D.
Let ~fbit be a function that represents fbit as in Lemma 5.5. (Note that we make use
here of the list representation for bit addresses.) Dene the function f0 :T21T20!T0
by skewed LRRS:
f0(c; u; x; y)= ~fbit(u; x; y);
f0(t  t0; u; x; y)=f0(t; u; x; 0  y)  f0(t; u; x; 1  y):
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If m= log(f())= ht(tr(f()); ht(t)6m, and jj6jf()j, then we claim that, for ev-
ery t such that lht t6m; f0(t; u; tr(); ls()) is the subtree of tr(f()), of height lht(t)
and with  as root address, provided ~fbit(u; tr(); ls()) is computed correctly, i.e.
ht u>Cjj+ D.
In fact, we need a bit more, since we make no claim of knowing m, and are conse-
quently taking the liberty of representing f() by a tree trh(f()) of some height h>m.
That is, for h>m, and t such that lht t6h, we claim that f0(t; u; tr(); ls()) is the sub-
tree of trh(f()), of height lht(t) and with  as root address, provided ht u>Cjj+D.
This is easily seen by induction on lht(t).
Now let A =df max(k; C); B=df max(a+ b; D), and dene
f(t; x; y)= dff0(t; t; x; y);
f^=df fA;B;
f(x; )= df f^(x; (x);?):
(Recall that  is the coercion function from T1 to T0.) Then f represents f.
6. Linear ramied recurrence with substitution is in ALogTime
The linearity condition of the LRRS schema underlies the following.
Lemma 6.7. Every function f representable in LRRS has polynomially bounded
growth.
Proof. Suppose f is represented by ~f2LRRS. By a straightforward induction on the
denition of ~f is LRRS we nd that the height of ~f(t; x) is O(ht t+ht x), and so the
size of the output is polynomially bounded by the size of the input.
Dene bit :TW!f0; 1;?;3g by
bit(t; )= the leaf of t with address ;
where that value is taken to be 3 when  is not an address of a leaf (thus distinguishing
between a leaf with value ? and a non-leaf).
We use as auxiliary computation model a variant, tree-ATM, of ATM. A tree-ATM
is an ATM that reads inputs in T rather than W, though the machine’s work stacks
store values in W. A reading state extracts (in one step) a leaf from the input t 2T by
referring to a value 2W of some stack, and returning bit(t; ). Strong tree-ATMs
are dened analogously, and the reduction to the weak variant (with reading only at
leaves of the computation tree) holds for tree-ATMs as well.
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that h :Tr0!T0 is a at function in LRRS. Then the value
bit(h(; t); ) is computable (using a list representation of ) by a tree-ATM in
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constant time from values bit(ti; i; j); where the addresses i; j are computed in con-
stant time from . That is; there are constant time functions ’i; j :W!W (i=1 : : : r;
j=1 : : : m) and  : f0; 1;?grm!f0; 1;?g; such that bit(h(; t); )=  (b11; : : : ; brm);
where bij =bit(ti; ’ij()).
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 h is dened by composition from initial functions. The
lemma’s statement follows by a straightforward induction on the length of that deni-
tion.
Lemma 6.9. If a function f :Tr !T is denable in LRRS; then bit(f(t); ) is com-
putable by a tree-ATM in time O(n); where n= maxj(ht(tj)) (and using a list rep-
resentation of ).
Proof. By induction on the denition of f in LRRS. The base cases are trivial, and
closure under composition follows by the reduction mentioned above of strong tree-
ATMs to tree-ATMs.
To show that the lemma’s statement is preserved under LRRS, suppose that f is
dened by (3),
f(c; u; x) = gc(u; x); c=0; 1;?;
f(t  t0; u; x) = g(;f(t; u; h1(; x)); : : : ; f(t; u; hd(; x));
f(t0; u; h01(; x)) : : : f(t
0; u; h0d0(; x)); x):
The value f(t) is obtained by iterating the at function g, which by Lemma 6.8
is bitwise computable in constant time from bits of the argument whose address is
obtained in constant time, i.e. bit(g(; C); )=  (b1; : : : ; bm) where  : f0; 1;?gm!f0;
1;?g; bj =bit(vi; j), and each j is computable in constant time from . Let G be an
alternating gadget (circuit) that computes the boolean function  .
We build a tree-ATM M that computes bit(f(t; u; x); ), as follows. Each cycle of
the computation of M is a simulation by G of one recursive call in the denition
of bit(f). Bookkeeping information about the branching of the computation along the
computation branch is being recorded in registers, and used when the base case of the
recurrence is reached. M maintains a register  initialized to the empty word, in which
M holds in binary the root address of the subtree of t under consideration. In addition,
M has a register  that holds the history of the parameter substitution function hj and
h0j invoked thus far, also initialized to the empty address. Finally, M has a register X
for the current address .
The transitions of M are dened to engender the following computation strategy.
M starts each cycle by computing the value of input t at address . If that value is 3
(i.e. a leaf of t has not been reached yet), then M invokes G (by making use of its al-
ternation capability), and for each gate bj corresponding to bit(f(T; u;H(x)); j) (T = t
or t0; H= hj or h0j for some j), M extends  by 0 or 1 according to whether T is t
or t0, updates  by adjoining to it 0  j if H= hj or 1  j if H= h0j, and updates X to
the address j (which is computable in constant time from ), by Lemma 6.8.
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If the value of t at address  is not 3, then a leaf of t has been reached. M uses the
value of counter  to guide an iteration of the substitution functions on x; this is done
in deterministic time O(lht(t)), because the functions hj are computable in constant
time. Taking the result, x0 say, M computes bit(gc(u; x0); 0), where 0 is the current
value of register X , and c is the constant on the leaf of t.
By induction assumption the computation times of the alternating tree-ATM machines
for the functions gc are all linear in max(ht(u1); : : : ; ht(ur); ht(x01); : : : ; ht(x
0
q)) (where
u= u1 : : : ur ; x0= x01 : : : x
0
q). The runtime of the main loop of M is linear in ht(t), and
since h0; : : : ; h0j are all constant time, the runtime of M is linear in max(ht(t); ht(u1); : : : ;
ht(ur)).
Lemma 6.10. If a function f over W is representable in LRRS then fbit is com-
putable in ALogTime.
Proof. Let fbit be represented by a function ~f of LRRS. By Lemma 6.9, ~f is com-
putable by a tree ATM M in time logarithmic in the height of the input. It remains
to convert the tree-ATM M to an ATM M 0. The only dierence between the two
machines is in addressing bits of the input; for instance, the third bit of the input 
has address 01 under the reading convention of an ATM, but 010m (m= jj − 2) for
a tree-ATM that reads the input (recall that words are addressed in inverse binary).
To account for that dierence, we dene M 0 to behave precisely like M , with one
exception: each reading state of M , extracting its address from the ith stack, say, is
treated in M 0 as a state that starts the deletion of trailing 0’s in the ith stack, and then
performs a normal reading of an ATM which uses that stack as address. Note that
M can generate addresses of length O(log n) only, so the running time of M 0 is also
O(log n).
Combining Lemmas 5.6, 6.7 and 6.10 we obtain our main result, Theorem 2.1.
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